Retrospective Document
Sprint-<1>

Work & Test Progress

*List the milestones planned for this sprint along with their completion percentages.*
(Please do not list the details of workpackages/tasks.)

- Increasing Efficiency: and Quality -> %85
- Follower System -> %80

*List the tests finalized as part of the milestones planned for this sprint.*

Team Progress

*List the team members along with their contribution percentages.*

- Ali Haydar Karapınar -> Follower System -> %50
- Bahadır Berkay Ünsal -> Increasing Efficiency: and Quality -> %50
- Fatih Aydilek -> Follower System -> %50
- Sabri Safa Öztürk -> Increasing Efficiency: and Quality -> %50

Left-overs (Backlog)

*List the milestone(s) that could not be 100% completed in this sprint. Give your reasons for the incomplete milestone(s).*

- Increasing Efficiency: and Quality -> We faced with the problem of sending bigger videos. First, we worked on database and changing some system files like php.ini but it was worthless. Now we are working on changing web server files to send bigger videos.
- Follower System -> We implemented a follower system, however like and comment system isn’t working yet. Others are implemented correctly. We hope that in half week, we will complete our milestone. In follower system’s back end, we implemented the privacy of the followership but in android part it is not accomplished yet. The function of the privacy was tested but it cannot be combined with the android part.

Next Sprint

*List the milestone(s) that will be targeted in the next sprint.*
Messaging System
- Real-time messaging between connected users.

Research on combining videos
- For band feature, we need to work how to combine videos and do some research about it.

Comments

Your comments (if any) regarding to this completed sprint.

Although we made the followership system, some parts of the followership cannot be implemented yet. But, we have accomplished most of what we said in the beginning of this sprint.

Assistant’s Evaluation

Assistant’s (Team Leader’s) comments regarding to this completed sprint.

Supervisors’s Evaluation

Supervisor’s (Team Leader’s) comments regarding to this completed sprint.
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